Evolution of DNA structure: direction, mechanism, rate.
On the basis of the results of an analysis of frequencies of pyrimidine oligonucleotides, the degree of pyrimidine clustering of DNA in species from different taxa has been determined. A tendency for an increase in the index of clustering of DNA was revealed in the sequence: invertebrates, fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals. A mechanism is postulated, according to which the increase in the degree of clustering of DNA d-ring the evolution may be associated with the accumulation of mutations, Purine equalibrium Pyrimidine transversions, resulting in a selective enrichment of one of the chains of DNA with pyrimidines and the other- with purines, i.e. in an increase in the degree of purine-pyrimidine imbalance (asymmetry) of DNA complementary chains. This mechanism of DNA evolution is supported by the presence of positive correlation between the degree of clustering and the degree of the chain asymmetry of natural DNAs, as well as the character of the amino acid substitutions in cytochromes c in different species. The progressive evolution of different groups of organisms on the whole may have been accompanied by an acceleration of the rates of evolution of the DNA structure. On the basis of the amino acid sequence of cytochromes c in different species the degree of clustering and the degree of the chain asymmetry of the corresponding structural genes of DNA was found to have a general tendency towards an increase in the following order: invertebrates, fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals. Thus, evolution of cytochrome c cistron is a vector process based on a selection of mutations which, on the one hand, are neurtral to protein, and, on the other hand, result in the sense chain of DNA being enriched with pyrimidines and the nonsense one (and the corresponding mRNA)- with purines. Hence, it is the polynucleotide template rather than protein, that must have been the "object of selection". The frequency of substitutions in cytochromes c cistron for vertebrates is 1.56x13(-9) per nucleotide per year. It is believed that the evolutionary modification of the DNA structure may be associated with an increase in the interference resistance of the translation, i.e. with selection for codons of highest readout stability.